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Here are Brant’s comments on the Bryston
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owned by legendary record producer Bob Margouloff

SP1.7 Processors:

and chief engineer Brant Biles, after a shoot out of all

"Hey there... got the SP1.7’s... they sound great!!

the quality processors available, purchased three Bryston SP 1.7 multi-channel processors for use in their
Los Angeles post production facility. Mi Casa works in

I’m sitting here with Micheal Semanick Q-Cing the
DTS ES encode sound track.

film as well as in music production having recorded

He is actually very interested in purchasing an SP1.7

and mixed many audio only titles for DTS. Mi Casa’s

Hope all is well and I’ll talk to you soon"

current project is the re-mastering of the complete
James Bond catalogue for an upcoming Warner Brothers DVD Special Edition release.
These special edition releases are completely remixed from the original multi-track source.
Mi Casa Studios is responsible for the New Line Cinema Platinum DVD releases which are re-mastered
from the original multi-track source. Mi Casa Studios
have just completed mixing Lord Of The Rings, The
Twin Towers for release at the end of April. Mi Casa
uses the Bryston SP1.7 surround processors to monitor the mixes in progress as well as to check the differences between DTS, ES, Dolby AC-3, & EX playback.

Thanks Again
Brant”
Check out the new James Bond DVD release "Die
Another Day" - the promotional opening talks about
these special Mi Casa James Bond DVD releases
coming soon.
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SP1.7. It should be worth the wait.

Film and music releases that are re-mixed from the
original multi-track source, depending on the engineer
and associated equipment used, always yields a far
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